Abstract-The emerging software defined networking (SDN) paradigm separates the data plane from the control plane and centralizes network control in an SDN controller. SDN facilitates the virtualization of network functions so that multiple virtual networks can operate over a given installed physical network. Optical network segments, such as passive optical networks (PONs), have become important for providing network access. In this article, we comprehensively survey studies that examine the concepts of SDN and network virtualization in optical access networks; in brief, we survey the area of software defined optical access networks (SDOANs). We organize the SDOAN studies into architecture and protocol focused studies. We then subclassify the studies according to the network layers. In particular, for protocol-focused studies, we consider subclassifications for the physical layer, medium access control (link) layer, and network layer. In addition, we consider subclassifications for studies focused on quality of service, multilayer (multitechnology) networking, and virtualization. Based on the survey, we identify open challenges for SDOANs and outline future directions.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Motivation
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging networking paradigm that has been successfully adopted in general wide area networks [1] - [3] . SDN separates the network control plane from the network data (forwarding) plane, whereby the control is centralized and open, programmable interfaces facilitate flexible network control [4] . Through the flexible control interfaces, a given SDN network can be virtualized, i.e., a given SDN network infrastructure can be abstracted and offered to multiple tenants (e.g., service providers) as multiple isolated virtual SDN network [5] , [6] .
While the flexible operation of multiple virtual SDN networks over a given installed SDN network infrastructure is attractive for wide area networks, it appears even more attractive for access networks, where the network infrastructure must be amortized from fewer served customers [7] - [9] . In addition, operating access networks with SDN may offer a variety of Please other advantages, such as more efficient centralized controlled resource allocation and improved quality of service (QoS). Accordingly, software defined access networks (SDANs) have begun to attract significant research attention.
B. Survey Scope
This article comprehensively surveys the topic area at the intersection of SDN and network virtualization with optical access networks. That is, the scope of our survey covers software defined access networks (SDANs) [8] , [9] that involve optical networking. Our focus area can therefore be abbreviated with the acronym SDOANs for software defined optical access networks. As detailed in Section II-A, for the purpose of this survey, we define access networks as networks that connect individual devices and local area networks to the Internet at large. Thus, our definition of access networks encompasses, for instance, wireless cellular networks, optical backhaul access networks, and data center networks. We cover access networks employing some network segment with an optical transmission medium. In particular, we include optical access networks as well as hybrid access networks combining optical and other transmission media, such as fiber-wireless access networks in our survey.
We note that although the primary focus of this survey is in SDOANs, SDN strategies in wide area networks interconnect access networks across the backbone of the Internet interface and interact with access networks. We therefore include some studies on SDN for wide area networks in our survey so as to give a broad perspective for the wider networking context in which access networks operate.
C. Survey Structure
We provide background and review related surveys on the topic area of optical access networks and the topic area of SDN and network virtualization in Section II. We have organized our survey into the two main categories of studies focused on network architecture aspects of SDOAN and studies focused on network protocol aspects of SDOAN. We survey the architecture-focused studies, which address mainly the physical network components, network structure, and overall operational principles of SDOANs, in Section III. We subclassify the SDOAN network architecture-focused studies into studies focused on the physical layer, and studies focused on higher-layer architectural aspects. We further subclassify the physical-layer and higher-layer studies according to the considered transmission medium, i.e., optical or a hybrid of optical and wireless.
We comprehensively survey the network protocol focused studies, which address the protocol rules and specific operational steps and mechanisms of SDOANs, in Section IV. We subclassify the SDOAN network protocol-focused studies according to the individual studied network protocol layers. In particular, we introduce subcategories for the physical layer (Layer 1, L1), the medium access control (link) layer (Layer 2, L2), and the network layer (Layer 3, L3). In addition, we introduce subcategories for protocol studies that focus particularly on quality of service (QoS) aspects, on the aspect of multilayer networking of multiple networking technologies and multiple domains [10] , and on virtualization aspects [5] , [6] .
As a disclaimer, we note that due to the wide scope of the SDOAN field, which spans from considering the peculiarities of the photonic physical communication over fibers to advanced software and network management concepts, many SDOAN studies touch on a wide range of SDOAN aspects. We have organized the studies according to their primary focus in our classification structure. However, we acknowledge that many studies cover also some aspects outside their primary focus area. Whenever it is instructive, we include these broader contributions of studies beyond their main focus area in our review. We outline open challenges and future research directions in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED SURVEYS
In this section, we provide background and review related surveys on the topic areas of access networks as well as SDN and network virtualization. In addition, we review overview and position papers that have strived to motivate the development of the research area on SDANs.
A. Access Networks
Access Networks, in general, are networks that connect an end device (host) or local area network to the internet. With the advent and use of a wide range of devices and application scenarios, access networks have expanded to accommodate many types of connectivity: 1) Residential Networks: Residential (home) wired or wireless local area networks [11] typically connect the individual end devices (hosts) in a private home to a router that is often integrated with a modem for cable or digital subscriber line (DSL) connectivity to the head-end of the internet service provider (ISP).
2) Business and Enterprise Networks: Businesses and universities often operate private and secured networks that connect the end devices (hosts) in the different business units or departments with each other as well as with an ISP.
3) Wireless Cellular Networks: Cellular wireless networks provide network access for a wide range of mobile devices [12] - [14] . Many aspects of wireless cellular networks have dramatically advanced in recent years. For instance, the cell structure has advanced to femtocell networks [15] as well as heterogeneous and multi-tier cellular structures [16] , [17] . At the same time, machine-to-machine (M2M) communication [18] , [19] and energy savings [20] have drawn research attention.
4) Data Center Networks:
Data center networks interconnect highly specialized server units that process and store large data amounts with specialized networking technologies [21] - [23] . Data centers are typically employed to provide the so-called "cloud" services for commercial and social media applications.
5) Access (Backhaul) Networks: Access networks, which are also sometimes referred to as back-haul access networks, interconnect residential and business/enterprise networks as well as data centers to core access or metropolitan area networks. Access networks typically employ a particular medium, such as optical fiber in combination with specific network protocols [24] - [28] . Access networks based on wireless transmission have also been widely studied [29] - [34] . Note that access networks are required to backhaul the traffic to/from base stations of wireless cellular networks [35] - [41] .
In the area of optical access networks, so-called passive optical networks (PONs), in particular, Ethernet PONs (EPONs) and Gigabit PONs (GPONs) [42] , [43] , have been widely studied. A PON has typically an inverse tree structure with a central optical line terminal (OLT) connecting multiple distributed optical network units (ONUs; also referred to as optical network terminals, ONTs) to core access and metro networks. In the downstream (OLT to ONUs) direction, the OLT broadcasts transmissions. However, in the upstream (ONUs to OLT) direction, the transmissions of the distributed ONUs need to be coordinated to avoid collisions on the shared upstream wavelength channel. Typically, a cyclic polling based medium based access (MAC) protocol, e.g., based on the multi-point control protocol (MPCP, IEEE 802.3ah), is employed. The ONUs report their bandwidth demands to the OLT and the OLT then assigns upstream transmission windows according to a dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm [28] .
Recently, hybrid access networks that combine multiple transmission media, such as Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) networks [44] - [47] and PON-DSL networks [48] , have been explored to take advantage of the respective strengths of the different transmission media.
6) Metropolitan Area/Core Networks: Metropolitan area/core networks (MANs) interconnect the access (backhaul) networks in a metropolitan area with each other and with wide-area (back bone) networks. MANs have typically a ring or star topology [49] - [52] and commonly employ optical networking technologies.
B. Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Virtualization
SDN introduces a control plane separate from the data plane for operating a communication network. The data plane forwards data packets through a network of distributed SDN switches. The control plane contains a central SDN controller that controls the SDN switches in the data plane. For instance, the SDN controller specifies the SDN switch routing tables. The general principles of SDN have been extensively covered in surveys, see for instance, [1] , [4] , [53] - [67] . SDN security has been surveyed in [68] , [69] , while management of SDN networks has been surveyed in [66] and SDN-based satellite networking is considered in [70] . Fig. 1 . Illustration of example of access network structure: Front-end networks, such as wireless local area networks and local area networks operating in private homes, businesses, and data centers are connected via an access (backhaul) network encompassing optical network units (ONUs) and optical line terminals (OLTs) to metro and core access networks.
The data plane, i.e., the physical network of distributed SDN switches, interfaces with the control plane, i.e., the central SDN controller, through the data-controller plane interface (D-CPI) [71] , which is also sometimes referred to as the "south-bound" interface [58] . The interaction between data plane and control plane is typically carried out through the OpenFlow protocol [60] , [72] , and the D-CPI is therefore also sometimes referred to as the OpenFlow control channel. Network applications, such as firewall and load balancer, interact with the control plane through the application-controller plane interface (A-CPI) [71] , which is also sometimes referred to as the "north-bound" interface [58] . The intermediatecontroller plane interface (I-CPI) encompasses an SDN controller's interface with the SDN controllers of other network domains ("east-bound" interface) and with other SDN controllers ("west-bound" interface).
SDN mainly operates through packet flows that are identified through matches on prescribed packet fields that are specified in the OpenFlow protocol specification. For matched packets, SDN switches then take prescribed actions, e.g., process the flow's packets in a particular way.
Analogously to the virtualization of computing resources [73] , [74] , network virtualization abstracts the underlying physical network infrastructure so that one or multiple virtual networks can operate on the physical network [75] - [82] . Network virtualization, also referred to as network function virtualization (NFV), is commonly achieved through a hypervisor [83] , [84] that creates multiple isolated "slices" (virtual networks) from a given physical network infrastructure. In particular, in the case of an underlying physical SDN network, an SDN hypervisor can create multiple isolated virtual SDN networks [85] , [86] .
C. Software Defined and Virtualized Optical Access Networks (SDOANs)
The principles of SDN and network virtualization can make access networking more flexible and agile in satisfying user demands [8] , [9] . Access network architectures and protocols are strongly influenced by the characteristics of the underlying physical transmission media and network configuration. For instance, optical access networks have typically a high ratio of propagation delay to transmission delay and employ therefore commonly polling-based medium access control protocols [28] , [87] . As SDN and network virtualization are introduced in access networks, the SDN and network virtualization strategies need to account for these physical characteristics of access networks.
To date, there have been relatively few overview and survey articles on SDOANs. Cvijetic [88] has described three challenges in the current PON infrastructure that can be addressed with SDN. First, ONUs currently do not support on-demand modification of policies and rules to process and transmit the incoming traffic; rather vendor-proprietary policies and rules are usually hard coded. Second, ONU bandwidth allocation and management are performed by proprietary software at the OLT. Third, as mobile applications are improving, the traffic patterns will likely become more dynamic, requiring real-time adaptive processing and transmission of traffic flows. Cvijetic [88] also gives a very brief overview of research progress for SDN-based optical access, focusing mainly on studies on the physical (photonics) layer in a PON. Cvijetic [89] has further expanded the overview of SDOAN challenges by considering the incorporation of 5 G wireless systems. Cvijetic [89] has noted that SDOANs are highly promising for low-latency and high-bandwidth back-hauling from 5 G cell base stations and briefly surveyed the requirements and areas of future research required for integrating 5 G with SDOANs.
Bitar [90] has surveyed use cases for SDN controlled broadband access, such as on-demand bandwidth boost, dynamic service re-provisioning, as well as value-add services and service protection. Moreover, enterprise use cases, such as Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL) service access to IP and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)/Multple Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Virtual Private Network (VPN) service with bandwidth reservations and service protection, have been surveyed. Bitar [90] has discussed the commercial perspective of the access networks that are enhanced with SDN to add cost-value to the network operation.
Almeida Amazonas et al. [91] have surveyed the key issues of incorporating SDN in optical and wireless access networks. They briefly outline the obstacles posed by the different specific physical characteristics of optical and wireless access networks.
Zhang et al. [92] have presented a thorough survey on flexible optical networking based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in core (backbone) networks. The survey briefly notes how OFDM-based elastic networking can facilitate network virtualization and surveys a few studies on OFDM-based network virtualization in core networks.
Bhaumik et al. [93] have presented an overview of SDN and network virtualization concepts and outlined principles for extending SDN and network virtualization concepts to the field of optical networking. Bhaumik et al. [93] have also briefly surveyed research efforts on extending SDN and network virtualization to the general field of optical networking. Their focus has been mainly on industry efforts, reviewing white papers on SDN strategies from leading networking companies, such as Cisco, Juniper, Hewlett-Packard, Alcatel-Lucent, and Huawei. A few selected academic research projects on general SDN optical networks, namely projects reported in the journal articles [94] , [95] and a few related conference papers, have also been reviewed by Bhaumik et al. [93] . In contrast to Bhaumik et al. [93] , we provide a comprehensive up-to-date review of academic research on SDN optical access networks (SDOANs), in addition to the comprehensive coverage of SDOANs, we include an up-to-date review of selected academic SDN studies for general optical networks.
Although our focus is on optical access networks, for completeness we note that for the field of wireless and mobile networks, including wireless access networks, SDN based networking mechanisms have been surveyed in [96] - [101] while network virtualization has been surveyed in [102] for general wireless networks and in [103] for wireless sensor networks. SDN and virtualization strategies for LTE wireless cellular networks have been surveyed in [104] . SDN-based 5 G wireless network developments for mobile networks have been outlined in [105] - [108] .
III. SDOAN ARCHITECTURES

A. Physical-Layer Focused Architectures
In this section we survey studies with a focus on physical layer architectures for SDOANs. We first consider studies on optical components and nodes, followed by studies on unified control planes that pay close attention to the physical layer characteristics of the optical networking components.
1) ROADM:
New reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer (ROADM) based node architectures for cost-effectively supporting flexible SDN networks have been presented in [109] . Typically, the present generation of ROADM networks has statically configured wavelength channels that transport traffic along a pre-configured route. Changes of wavelength channels or routes incur presently high operational costs due to required physical interventions and are therefore typically avoided. New ROADM node designs allow changes of wavelength channels and routes through a management control plane; due to these two flexibility dimensions (wavelength and route), these new ROADM nodes are referred to as "colorless" and "direction-less". Designs for such color-less and direction-less ROADM nodes have been presented in [109] . Also, key open challenges for operating these color-less and direction-less ROADM nodes in SDANs, such as transponders with flexible modulation formats and lasers with finely tunable wavelength have been outlined.
2) Flexi-Node Architecture: A flexi-node architecture for flexibly aggregating traffic flows from a wide range of networks served by an access network, such as local area networks and base stations of wireless networks has been proposed in [110] . The flexi-node design is motivated by the shortcomings of the currently deployed core/metro network architectures that attempt to consolidate the access and metro networks. This consolidation forces all traffic in the access network to traverse the metro network, even if the traffic is destined to other nodes in the coverage area of an access network. In contrast, the proposed flexi-node architecture encompasses electrical and optical forwarding capabilities that can be controlled through SDN. The flexi-node can thus serve as a effective aggregation node in access-metro networks. Traffic that is destined to other nodes in the coverage area of an access network can be sent directly to the access network.
3) Unified Control Plane: An independent unified control plane structure for optical networks that exploits the characteristics of state-of-the-art optical network components and photonic communication technologies has been proposed in [111] . In particular, wavelength division multiplexing is integrated with dynamic optical routers and passive network segments in a transport network architecture that can be flexibly managed through a unified control plane. The unified control of the proposed integrated network architecture is shown to increase frame utilization and to lower the delay.
A related model of optical SDN networking that incorporates non-SDN, partial-SDN, and full-SDN modes of operation has been proposed in [112] . Results obtained with the proposed model indicate that partial and full SDN operation can reduce the network hardware cost and power consumption.
4) CHRON:
A cognitive heterogeneous reconfigurable dynamic optical network (CHRON) architecture has been outlined in [113] , [114] . CHRON senses the current network conditions and adapts the network operation accordingly. The three main components of CHRON are monitoring elements, software adaptable elements, and cognitive processes. The monitoring elements observe the characteristics of the photonic communication signal, such as dispersion, cross-talk, and non-linear propagation effects. The software adaptable elements adjust the transmission parameters according to the cognitive control. For instance, transmission bit rates can be adjusted through varying the modulation format or the number of signal carriers in multicarrier communication. The cognitive processes involve the collection of the monitoring information in the controller, executing control algorithms, and instructing the software adaptable components to implement the control decisions. SDN can provide the framework for implementing these cognitive processes.
5) Flexi-grid:
The flex-grid SDOAN architecture for multiservice broadband optical access has been described in [115] . The flexi-grid SDOAN provides a hierarchical structure for centralized software-reconfigurable resource management and digital signal processing. The flexi-grid incorporates an architecture for mobile backhaul, and details the design of suitable transceivers and a medium access control protocol for supporting the flexi-grid architecture.
6) R-LR-UFAN:
The reconfigurable long-reach ultraflow access network (R-LR-UFAN) [116] , [117] provides flexible dual-mode transport service based on either the Internet Protocol (IP) or Optical Flow Switching (OFS). OFS [145] provides dedicated end-to-end network paths through purely optical switching, i.e., there is no electronic processing or buffering at intermediate network nodes. The R-LR-UFAN architecture employs multiple feeder fibers to form subnets within the network. A R-LR-UFAN remote note with a specialized component structure relays the IP packet and OPS flows between the central office and the distributed optical flow network units. A centralized SDN controller at the central office controls the dual-mode service. The R-LR-UFAN evaluation indicates that around 50 % power savings can be achieved during low-traffic periods.
7) Summary and Discussion:
In this section on physical layer focused SDOAN architecture studies, we have observed that the individual network node components for flexible SDOANs have received some initial, albeit limited research attention. A few architectures that closely consider the physical layer characteristics of optical networks have been proposed and evaluated. Overall, relatively few studies have examined the physical layer aspects of SDOAN architectures. This may be due to the general perception that SDN is mainly concerned with the higher layers of the networking protocol stack and mainly affects software implementations. However, the flexible SDN control has important implications for physical layer communication components and architectures as demonstrated by the few studies that have been conducted so far in this domain.
A common observation from the surveyed access network architectures is that optical access networks are generally centralized in nature by interconnecting distributed nodes with a central office. The centralized structure facilitates the centralized SDN control.
The few physical layer oriented architecture studies that have been conducted to date indicate that SDOAN can reduce costs, facilitate flexible reconfigurable resource management, increase frame utilization, and lower latency. However, several critical aspects require thorough future research, such as cost reduction of implementations, easy adoption by network providers, flexible upgrade to adopt new technology, and reduced complexity.
B. Higher-Layer Focused Architectures: Optical 1) SDN-EPON: Khalili et al. [118] have analyzed the EPON structure and identify the EPON control functionalities that can be partially centralized using SDN and possibly virtualized utilizing NFV. The SDN-EPON structure consisting of a central SDN-OLT that is controlled by an EPONController was proposed. The SDN-OLT serves multiple distributed ONUs. Khalili et al. outline how element discovery, i.e., ONU registration, as well as bandwidth management and allocation can be executed by the SDN-OLT as per the control provided by the EPON-Controller. In particular, the SDN-OLT is designed to handle the fast protocol interactions on the data plane. In contrast, the EPON-Controller handles the slower time-scale controls, e.g., adapting the bandwidth allocation policies to diurnal patterns. The proposed SDN-EPON structure thus permits for dynamic bandwidth allocation policies that may be beneficial for improving QoS for varying traffic patterns.
2) Data Center Optical Network (DCON): The Data Center Optical Network (DCON) [119] is a data center infrastructure based on optical network interconnections. The DCON encompasses a unified control architecture for controlling heterogeneous networks using SDN via Openflow-based optical interconnects and OpenFlow-based flexi-grid optical networks.
3) MAN-SDN: The MAN-SDN study [120] explores how the high optical network bandwidth can be combined with the automation capabilities of an SDN controller to improve a metropolitan area network (MAN). The MAN-SDN study outlines the network dimensioning limitations while considering an SDN overlay for different flow mixes. The study also proposes flow aggregation and parallel distributed controllers to achieve network scalability.
4) Packet-Circuit Network Architecture: Hybrid packetcircuit optical network architectures have been explored in a few studies. Das et al. [121] have described how a packet and circuit network can be implemented using an OpenFlowprotocol based test bed. The test bed is a standard Ethernet network that could generally be employed in any access network with time division multiplexing (TDM). Veisllari et al. [122] studied packet/circuit hybrid optical long-haul metro access networks. Veisllari et al. indicated that SDN can be used for load balancing in the proposed packet/circuit network, although no detailed study of such an SDN-based load balancing is conducted. Related control concepts that integrate SDN with generalized multiple protocol label switching (GMPLS) have been examined in [123] , [124] , while data center specific aspects have been surveyed in [125] .
5) LIGHTNESS: LIGHTNESS [126]
- [129] is a European research project examining a novel flattened optical data center network (DCN) architecture capable of providing dynamic, programmable, and highly available DCN connectivity services. Whereas conventional DCNs have rigid control and management platforms, LIGHTNESS strives to introduce flexible control and management. The LIGHTNESSS architecture comprises optical packet switching, optical circuit switching, and hybrid top-of-the-rack (ToR) switches, which are controlled and managed by SDN controllers. The enhanced programmability achieved with the SDN control targets the provisioning of on-demand, dynamic, flexible and highly resilient DCN network services. LIGHTNESS [128] consists of one SDN controller above the already existing optical physical layer and an OpenFlow agent (OF-agent) in each optical network element. The SDN controller in cooperation with the OFagents performs managing functions, such as network service management, path computation, topology management, and monitoring management.
6) Flexi-grid: The principle of flexi-grid (elastic) optical networking [92] , [146] - [152] has been explored in a few SDN architecture studies. Cvijetic et al. [130] have designed a dynamic flex-grid optical access and aggregation network. They have extended the flexi-grid architecture to include SDN and the OpenFlow protocol and demonstrated an OpenFlow 1.0-based flexi-grid λ-flow architecture. They obtained good results for the upstream and downstream bit error rate and were able to provide 150 Mb/s per cell.
Oliveira et al. [131] have demonstrated a test bed for a Reconfigurable Flexible Optical Network (RFON), which was one of the first physical layer SDN-based test beds. The RFON test bed is comprised of 4 ROADMs with flexi-grid wavelength selective switching (WSS) modules, optical amplifiers, optical channel monitors and supervisor boards. The controller daemon implements a node abstraction layer and provides configuration details for an overall view of the network. Also, virtualization of the GMPLS control plane with topology discovery and traffic engineering (TE)-link instantiation have been incorporated. Instead of using OpenFlow, the RFON test bed uses the controller language YANG to obtain the topology information and collect monitoring data for the lightpaths.
Zhao et al. [132] have presented an architecture with OpenFlow-based optical interconnects for intra-data center networking and Openflow-based flexi-grid optical networks for inter-data center networking. Zhao et al. focus on the SDN benefits for inter-data center networking with heterogeneous networks. The proposed architecture includes a service controller, an IP controller, an and optical controller based on a Father Network Operating System (F-NOX) [153] , [154] . The performance evaluations in [132] include results for blocking probability, release latency, and bandwidth spectrum characteristics.
7) HYDRA: HYDRA [133] - [135] is a novel hybrid longreach fiber access network architecture. HYDRA supports low-cost end-user ONUs and improves efficiency, reduces complexity, and increases scalability by allowing the end-user ONUs to share an ultra-wide band WDM-PON. The architecture includes an SDN-compatible control plane. HYDRA introduces a new traffic forwarding model with flexible flow association rules that are defined by OpenFlow across the entire optical access network. The performance evaluations indicate that the centralized SDN processing approach in HYDRA reduces queueing delay by 1-2 ms for high utilization of 80-90 %.
8) GEYSERS: GEYSERS [136] - [138] is a part of the European research project on a generalized architecture for dynamic infrastructure services. The GEYSERS architecture is designed to support the provisioning of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [155] , [156] . The GEYSERS architecture virtualizes a physical infrastructure layer (consisting to a large degree of optical networks) into a logical infrastructure composition layer that is then dynamically controlled by a network control plane. Although the GEYSERS architecture does not explicitly involve SDN concepts, SDN appears to be a well-suited control framework for the virtualized network structure in GEYSERS.
9) XG-PON1 SDN: Lee and Kim [139] have proposed an SDOAN architecture for an XG-PON1 capable of 10 Gb/s transmissions. Important network components, such as ONU management, DHCP server management, and OLT switch control, are controlled through the proposed SDN architecture. Lee and Kim also describe the different flow actions that will be required for implementation.
10) Summary and Discussion: In this subsection, we have surveyed the SDOAN architectures that involve higher layers (above the physical layer) in the SDN control and network virtualization. The higher-layer architecture studies completed to date have laid initial foundations for examining SDOAN systems. The completed studies have examined the PON and MAN functionalities that are amenable to SDN control. Moreover, hybrid packet-circuit architectures have been explored and a few test bed structures have been developed. Generally, the examined architectures strive to minimize hardware modification, in order to make the introduction of SDN and network virtualization commercially viable. The examined architectures are generally suitable for control with the OpenFlow protocol. Topology abstraction can be obtained with the OpenFlow protocol/ Flow policies can be generated and pushed with the OverFlow protocol to network elements to be used by the forwarding plane.
There are a multitude of open architectural challenges that still need to be addressed in future work. We outline some of these challenges as follows. Most architectural SDOAN studies have focused on a particular networking aspect, e.g., hybrid packet-circuit switching, or a particular application context, e.g., data center networking. Future research should comprehensively examine SDOAN architectures for a wide set of networking aspects and strive to develop optimization frameworks for a wide range of application contexts.
An EPON operating with the multipoint control protocol (MPCP) [28] is a centralized architecture, whereby the control plane is typically appended to the data plane. Using an SDN controller, the control plane can be decoupled from the data plane. Although this decoupling is advantageous in certain aspects, there are some functions that need to be completed sequentially, which may be delayed by the decoupling. For example, when an ONU is registered, the following cycle has to accommodate the traffic of this newly registered ONU. With the parallel decouple operation of the control and data planes, the cycle to include this new ONU could be delayed.
Similarly challenges of hardware processing capability with respect to optical data transmission speeds as well as the levels of abstraction required for the optical physical layer need to be thoroughly studied in future work. Also, multi-vendor support across distributed geographic regions, especially in the case of data-center networks, and support for multiple abstraction languages needs to be studied.
C. Higher-Layer Focused Architectures: Hybrid OpticalWireless 1) CONTENT: The CONTENT project [140] - [142] examined a FiWi network architecture that merges a metro optical network with wireless networks to provide end-toend cloud services. The merged FiWi CONTENT network infrastructure is then virtualized to provides an abstraction of the communication mechanisms in the wireless and optical physical layers. The Openflow protocol is then employed to overlay traffic flows on the hybrid virtual network architecture consisting of wireless and optical networks.
2) FiWi-SDN: An SDN controlled fiber-wireless (FiWi) network for flexible mobile backhaul with OFDM optimization has been proposed in [143] , [144] . FiWi-SDN operates the meta-MAC protocol, see Section IV-B1, and a softwaredefined real-time transmission control that adapts according to the traffic dynamics over a given FiWi physical-layer infrastructure. The performance evaluations in [144] indicate that SDN-FiWi can achieve 100 Mb/s end-to-end throughput with each optical link, obtaining almost 2.5 Gb/s backhaul throughput for a 20-cell scenario without hardware modification.
3) Summary and Discussion: It is notable that to date there has been very little research with a focus on hybrid SDOAN network architectures. The few studies that have been conducted have provided some important initial insights into the potential of SDN control and network virtualization for these heterogeneous hybrid networks. Generally, the flexible SDN can be very advantageous for hybrid networks composed of heterogeneous network segments. The OpenFlow protocol can facilitate the topology abstraction of the heterogeneous physical transmission media, which in turn facilitates control and optimization at the higher network protocol layers.
However, the scarcity of SDOAN architecture studies on hybrid networks leave important areas open for future investigation. For instance, the few hybrid SDOAN architecture studies to date have focused on fiber-wireless hybrid networks. SDOAN architectures for hybrid networks combining fiber with other transmission media, such as digital subscriber line (DSL) or coax cable networks [48] , [157] , should be explored in future work.
D. Overall Summary and Discussion of SDOAN Architectures
Overall, the reviewed architecture SDOAN studies have laid the foundation for the further exploration of SDOAN systems. The reviewed studies have identified elementary principles and strategies for accommodating SDN and network virtualization in optical access network architectures. These SDN and network virtualization strategies hold great promise for enhancing the operation of the optical network architectures to provide flexible services while accounting for the peculiarities of the photonic communications.
There are many open research challenges. Physical-layer focused architecture studies have concentrated on optical components, nodes, and network architectures that pay close attention to the physical communication aspects. Principles of isolation of control plane and data plane with the goals of simplifying network management and making the networks more flexible have been explored. However, detailed comprehensive optimizations of architectural structures that minimize capital and operational expenditures are an important area for future research. Also, further refinements of the optical components, nodes, and network structures are needed to ease the deployment of SDOAN architectures and make the networks operating on the SDOAN architectures more efficient.
Higher-layer focused studies have provided architectures that are to some degree hardware agnostic in that the specifics of the hardware and photonic transmission characteristics are abstracted. These abstractions simplify the management of hybrid SDOAN networks. Important directions for future research include SDOAN architectures that facilitate real-time network monitoring and management while closely considering the physical characteristics of the network. In particular, hybrid fiber-wireless and other types of hybrid fiber-X networks require detailed future research.
IV. SDOAN PROTOCOLS
A. Physical-Layer (L1) 1) Software-defined Coherent Transponders (SDCT): Vacondio et al. [158] have studied software-defined physical components for flexible PON service. Specifically, the focus is on software-defined coherent transponders (SDCT) for TDMA access networks. The proposed SDCT digitally processes the burst transmissions to achieve improved burst mode transmissions according to the distance of a user from the OLT. The performance results indicate that the proposed flexible approach more than doubles the average transmission capacity per user compared to a static approach.
2) OOK-QAM-SDN: The OOK-QAM-SDN scheme [159] employs SDN in a PON to coordinate the downstream PON transmission of on-off keying (OOK) modulation [225] and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [226] signals. The OOK-QAM-SDN scheme involves a novel multiplexing method using a constellation scheme, wherein all the data are simultaneously sent from the OLT to the ONUs and the ONUs filter the data they need. The experimental setup in [159] also demonstrates how digital software ONUs can simultaneously send data exploiting the coexistence of OOK and QAM. The OOK-QAM-SDN evaluations demonstrate the control of the receiving sensitivity which is very useful for various transmission environments.
3) Modulation for Bandwidth Adjustment: Lazaro et al. [160] have investigated how SDN PONs can be highly efficient by using different digital modulations formats. Lazaro et al. consider a flexible optical network that can change bandwidth in real time through reconfigurable transmitters and receivers. SDN provides an efficient framework for controlling and signalling the reconfiguration requests through the Openflow protocol.
4) SDM-SDN: Amaya et al. [161] , [162] have demonstrated SDN control of Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) [227] in optical networks. More specifically, Amaya et al. employ SDN to control the physical layer so as to achieve a bandwidthflexible and programmable SDM optical network. The SDN control can perform network slicing and form sliceable selfhomodyne superchannels. A superchannel consists of multiple spatial carriers to support dynamic bandwidth and QoS provisioning. 5) OFDM: Yu et al. [163] have examined spectrum defragmentation through SDN in OFDM-based flexi-grid optical networks. In OFDM based flexi-grid optical networks [92] , the spectrum resources are separated into small non-contiguous spectrum bands, which may lead to inefficient spectrum utilization. Spectrum defragmentation is required to ensure efficient spectrum utilization. Yu et al. [163] have introduced an overlay SDN for the physical (L1) layer to achieve spectrum defragmentation through the use of SDN. Yu the OpenFlow based control of the wavelength switching with GMPLS-based techniques. The OpenFlow-based control plane is found to be simpler and more flexible, especially for IP/DWDM multilayer networks (see Section IV-E).
7) Physical Layer Controller: SDN was initially envisioned to operate mainly at the network protocol layer (L3). However, for optical networks it is very important to take the specific characteristics of the optical physical layer into close consideration. Siquera et al. [170] have developed a SDN-based controller for an optical transport architecture. The controller implements a virtualized GMPLS control plane with offloading to facilitate the implementation of advanced services, such as optical VPNs, optical network slicing, and optical interface management. A major contribution of Siquera et al. [170] is an Optical Network Operating System (O-NOS), which abstracts the physical layer for the controller. The proposed physical layer abstraction through O-NOS has been demonstrated in a test bed.
8) Summary and Discussion: The reviewed physical-layer focused SDOAN protocol studies have examined software defined control protocols for transponders as well as modulation formats. In addition, control protocols for wavelength switched optical networks and an overall physical layer controller have been examined. Most of the proposed protocols are compatible with the OpenFlow protocol, facilitating practical implementation.
All physical-layer focused SDOAN protocol studies to date have focused on the optical transmission medium. Future research needs to explore complementary protocols to support transmissions in hybrid fiber-wireless and other hybrid fiber-X networks. Fig. 3 . Classification of SDOAN protocol-focused studies: We classify the studies by network protocol layer, with sub-categories for the physical (L1) layer, medium access control (link, L2) layer, and network (L3) layer. In addition, we group studies with a focus on quality of service (QoS), multilayer networking, and virtualization in separate subcategories.
B. MAC Layer (L2)
1) Meta-MAC using Virtual OFDM: Meta-MAC [171] is a novel OFDMA based medium access control (MAC) protocol. The meta-MAC protocol operates on top of the conventional MAC protocol and exploits virtual OFDMA subcarriers as both finely granular and scalable bandwidth assignment units. The study [171] defines the meta-MAC design principles and introduces a three-stage dynamic resource provisioning mechanism. The performance evaluations demonstrate meta-MAC's spectrum management flexibility and support for diverse realtime traffic services through simulations.
2) Flow Multicast/Suspension: Wang et al. [172] have developed a dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) protocol that exploits SDN control for multicasting and suspending flows. This DBA protocol is studied in the context of a virtualized WDM optical access network that provides Internet of Things (IoT) services through the distributed ONUs to individual devices. The SDN controller employs multicasting and flow suspension to efficiently prioritize the IoT service requests. Multicasting allows multiple requests to share resources in the central nodes that are responsible for processing a prescribed wavelength in the central office (OLT). Flow suspension allows high-priority requests (e.g., an emergency call) to suspend ongoing low-priority traffic flows (e.g., routine meter readings). Performance results for a real-time SDN controller implementation indicate that the proposed bandwidth (resource) allocation with multicast and flow suspension can improve several key performance metrics, such as request serving ratio, revenue, and delays by 30-50 %.
3) Software-Defined Dynamic Bandwidth Optimization (SD-DBO): SD-DBO [173] , [174] has been design for an integrated software defined optical access network (SDOAN). In the considered SDOAN, multiple OLTs share the resources of an IP metro network. A central SDOAN controller executes the SD-DBO algorithm to optimize the bandwidth allocations to the different OLTs, and in turn the allocation of OLT bandwidth portions to the ONUs attached to a given OLT. Simulation evaluations consider 40 OLTs (each with 64 ONUs) sharing an aggregate uplink rate into the metro network. Bandwidth utilization results indicate that SD-DBO performs similarly to conventional medium access control DBA mechanisms for low and moderate traffic loads, but achieves over 10 % higher utilization for high traffic loads. The SD-DBO delays are less than half of the conventional DBA delays.
A variation of the SDN controlled polling-based MAC has been examined in [231] for reducing energy consumption in an OLT. Depending on the traffic load, the central SDN controller puts an entire ONUs or individual modules and ports at an OLT to sleep to reduce the energy consumption.
4) SDN-ON MAC:
Mandal et al. [175] have examined a special SDN-enabled Optical Network (SDN-ON) use case, namely virtual machine migration in cloud-computing. Such migrations require significant network bandwidth, which can be obtained through heterogeneous bandwidth provisioning. Mandal et al. model the migration latency and examine the migration cost of virtual machines. Then they introduce an SDN controlled MAC-layer protocol for heterogeneous bandwidth provisioning in support of migrations and conduct experimental evaluations.
5) MAC Address Translation: Slyme and Ruffini [176] have introduced a novel flat (flat because it uses the MAC address directly without additional labeling) Layer-2 metro/core net-working approach. The flat MAC addressing approach includes MAC address translation in Layer 2, which is similar to the network address translation in Layer 3. In order to avoid the large number of flow rules for an unstructured Layer 2, Slyme and Ruffini exploit OpenFlow to structure Layer 2 with a flow table driven approach. The OpenFlow supported flow table structuring of Layer 2 makes networking with only MAC addresses feasible with the available OpenFlow switches and facilitates easy L2 learning of metro/core networks.
6) Summary and Discussion: Several MAC layer focused SDOAN protocol studies to date have focused on flexible and efficient bandwidth management for access networks. One study has examined addressing on the MAC layer. The bandwidth management studies have examined several complementary aspects of SDN controlled bandwidth management, such as bandwidth management in OFDMA based networks, bandwidth optimization across multiple PONs (OLTs) sharing a metro network bandwidth resource, as well as energy saving and cloud computing support. The performance results have overall been very positive, indicating benefits from the SDN control and justifying future research on optimizing MAC protocols through SDN mechanisms. The examined MAC protocols have focused on purely optical access networks; the special MAC protocol considerations for hybrid access networks are an open research area.
The proposed MAC-layer address mapping may facilitate great flexibility and easier adoption of SDN. However, detailed comparisons of the trade-offs between addressing on the MAC layer and addressing on the network layer, or hybrid approaches that combine a prescribed granularities of addressing at the MAC and network layers are an interesting direction for future research. The implications of such addressing strategies for SDN and network virtualization mechanisms and performance/cost are largely open research areas.
C. Network Layer (L3)
1) Software-Defined Optical Network (SDON) Concept: Initially, SDN was envisioned only for packet-switched IP networks and not available on circuit-switched transport networks [232] . Ji [177] has introduced the concept of SoftwareDefined Optical Networks (SDONs) by extending and applying SDN features to optical transport networks. Ji [177] reviewed variable transponders, flexible switching nodes, as well as control applications and open interfaces for extensions to circuit switching. The SDON concept has been further elaborated by Channegowda et al. [94] to make SDN compatible with elastic optical networking. Specifically, Channegowda et al. [94] have developed a unified control plane based on OpenFlow. The operation of the OpenFlow control plane has been demonstrated over heterogeneous infrastructures, including optical circuit switching and packet switching, in the context of cloud use cases.
2) Open Transport Switch (OTS): Open Transport Switch (OTS) [178] is an OpenFlow-enabled optical virtual switch design. The OTS design abstracts the details of the underlying physical switching layer (which could be packet switching or circuit switching) to a virtual switch element. The OTS design introduces three agent modules (discovery, control, and data plane) to interface with the physical switching hardware. These agent modules are controlled from an SDN controller through extended OpenFlow messages. Performance measurements for an example test bed network set-up indicate that the circuit path computation latencies on the order of 2-3 s that can be reduced through faster processing in the controller.
3) OpenFlow-based SDOANs: Parol and Pawlowski [179] , [233] have introduced SDN concepts in PONs, specifically GPON systems based on the ITU-T standard. Parol and Pawlowski [179] have conducted one of the first detailed studies on the specific modifications required for incorporating SDN in a particular PON standard. They described how OpenFlow can be extended to be used in the GPON standard. They defined extensions of Openflow messages for GPONs. Specifically, they introduced an OpenFlowPLUS-based GPON approach that includes an OpenFlow message path between the ONUs and the SDN controller via the OLT. A label matching packet structure is provided as well. A shortcoming of the studies [179] , [233] is that no specific performance comparisons of the OpenFlowPLUS approach with the standard ITU-T GPON are provided; such comparisons are an important direction for future research.
Gudla et al. [180] have demonstrated a network test-bed which uses OpenFlow to dynamically create a bidirectional circuit for transporting a TCP flow. The OpenFlow protocol controls the packet switches, circuit switches, and packetcircuit switches. The time taken for various circuit set-up scenarios was evaluated. Gudla et al. found that with some optimizations, the setup time can be reduced to less than 1 s.
Das et al. [181] have described how to unify the control and management of circuit-and packet-switched networks using OpenFlow. Since packet-and circuit-switched networking are extensively employed in optical networks, examining their integration is an important research direction. Das et al. have given a high-level overview of a flow abstraction for each type of switched network and a common control paradigm. However, detailed network set-up and evaluation studies have been left for future work.
Cerroni et al. [182] have further developed the concept of unifying circuit-and packet-switching networks with OpenFlow, which was initiated by Das et al. [181] . The unification is accomplished with SDN on the network layer and can be used in core networks. Specifically, Cerroni et al. [182] have described an extension of the OverFlow flow concept to support hybrid networks. OpenFlow message format extensions to include matching rules and flow entries have also been provided. The matching rules can represent different transport functions, such as a channel on which a packet is received in optical circuit-switched WDM networks, time slots in TDM networks, or transport class services (such as guaranteed circuit service or best effort packet service). Cerroni et al. [182] have presented a test bed set-up and reported performance results for throughput (in bit/s and packets/s) to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed unified OpenFlow switching network.
4) GMPLS Mapping: Azodolmolky et al. [123] have experimentally demonstrated an SDN packet over optical network with integrated OpenFlow-GMPLS control plane. The integrated control plane carries out the management tasks of the WDM circuit-switched optical network. Specifically, GMPLS controls the L1 domain and OpenFlow controls the L2 domain, with an integration at the network layer. The evaluation reports the average flow set-up time for different optical flows, whereby the flow set-up time includes the time required for the Openflow controller and the GMPLS control plane. However, a shortcoming of the evaluation is that the results are not compared with a conventional GMPLS-only control plane. A comparative evaluation between a conventional GMPLS-only control plane and the proposed integrated OpenFlow-GMPLS control is an important direction for future research.
A comparison of GMPLS and OpenFlow has been conducted by Zhao et al. [183] for large-scale optical networks. Two test beds were built, based on GMPLS and on Openflow, respectively. Performance metrics, such as blocking probability, wavelength utilization, and lightpath set-up time were evaluated for a 1000 node topology. The results indicate that GMPLS gives slightly lower blocking probability. However, OpenFlow gives higher wavelength utilization and shorter average lightpath set-up time. Thus, the results suggest that OpenFlow is overall advantageous compared to GMPLS in large-scale optical networks. 5) Failure Recovery: A key service requirement for optical network is fast restoration or failure recovery. Giorgetti et al. [184] have developed OpenFlow extensions to reduce the time of network layer recovery in flexible optical networks with respect to GMPLS/PCE restoration. Specifically, OpenFlow is used for communication between the SDN controller and OpenFlow switches, which can detect failures of attached links. The centralized network view of the SDN controller is exploited to improve the recovery.
Slyne et al. [185] have examined how the 1:1 protection scheme for LRPON can be enhanced by using SDN. The protection scheme includes a backup OLT, but does not duplicate the data of the regular OLT. The proposed technique bridges the ONUs to OLT connections through OpenFlow. Evaluations show that the SDN-based protection enhancement achieves recovery times as low as 7 ms in the access network. Related SDN-based partial protection strategies have been examined in [186] .
6) Flow-based Network Access Control (FlowNAC: FlowNAC [187] , [188] utilizes SDN to control the access of users to networks. Although FlowNAC does not specifically target optical networks, controlling the user access to networks is an important aspect for a wide range of networks [234] , [235] , including optical access networks, and we therefore include a brief review of FlowNAC in this survey. FlowNAC exploits the forwarding rules of OpenFlow switches, which are set by a central SDN controller to control the access of traffic flows to network services. Performance evaluations measured the connections times for flows on a test bed and found average connection times on the order of 100 ms for completing the flow access control. A related hierarchical scheme for access control in SDN networks has been examined in [236] .
7) Summary and Discussion: The network-layer focused SDOAN protocol studies conducted to date have developed the overall SDN concept for optical networks and examined an open transport switch (OTS) that is controlled by network layer agent modules and an SDN controller through OpenFlow protocol messages. Several studies have examined OpenFlow based network layer control and some studies have further incorporated GMPLS in the network layer control. Also, a control plane for a spectrum sliced optical network has been developed. Finally, security and network access have been investigated.
The examined network layer protocols generally exploit the extraction (abstraction) of the physical-layer characteristics and network topology for simplified control of the network layer. Any further abstractions of the network layer details are independent of the physical layer, ensuring easy portability. Also, the examined network layer protocols generally exploit the flexible SDN control for dynamically assigning bandwidth to network paths.
The network protocol layer has a wide range of open research issues. Many existing studies have focused on the control of the underlying network through the D-CPI (southbound) interface between the data plane and the controller, e.g., for setting up transport paths. However, the broader interactions of the SDN controller with the data plane, on one hand, and the applications through the A-CPI (northbound) interface, on the other hand, deserve thorough study. Policies for SDN network services and network resource usage will need to be formulated and enforced [237] . The entire interaction chain between network applications, controller, and data plane should be comprehensively analyzed and optimized for the underlying optical communications technologies. Also, standardized network layer protocols that ensure correct and efficient network operation across equipment from multiple vendors [238] pose challenges.
D. QoS Focused Studies
1) QoS Traffic Management: Sgambelluri et al. [189] , [190] have proposed a framework based on the Interface to Routing System (I2RS) [239] for QoS traffic engineering across access and metro networks. Specifically, the proposed I2RS framework utilizes SDN for QoS traffic engineering in a converged network consisting of PON access networks that are interconnected with an optical Ethernet metro/aggregation network, and IP/MPLS core networks. A generalized SDN controller configures the PON access networks through an extended OpenFlow protocol, the metro/aggregation network through the conventional OpenFlow protocol, and the core network through a path computation element (PCE) [228] , [230] . Performance measurements from a test bed indicate that the proposed I2RS framework can modify paths over two or three metro switch hops within tens of milliseconds.
A traffic management scheme focused on a broadband access network has been proposed by Rückert et al. [240] . Although this traffic management scheme has been specifically developed in the context of digital subscriber line (DSL) access networks, the general principles could be similarly applied in optical access networks. Rückert et al. identify an access network bottleneck in the broadband remote access server (BRAS) that traditionally aggregates all traffic for a set of ISP subscribers. The traditional traffic steering by the BRAS is replaced by a more flexible SDN traffic management. Performance results from a test bed indicate that the SDN traffic management scales well for typical subscriber numbers.
2) QoS Network Management: Tego et al. [191] have proposed a programmable QoS network using SDN. The network relies on QoS measurements through QoS probes, e.g., of line capacity, throughput, and goodput. Based on the QoS measurements, a central SDN controller, which is referred to as "orchestrator" [191] checks for user quality, traffic load, and manages congestion through network interface reconfigurations. A Fiber to the Home (FTTH) infrastructure test bed has been created to evaluated power consumption and throughput. The results demonstrate that with SDN control, the throughput stays steadily at 95 Mb/s, whereas without SDN, there are unsteady variation in throughput.
3) Time-aware SDN (Ta-SDN): Ta-SDN [192] is a novel OpenFlow protocol extension combined with a novel timecorrelated PCE to provide time-correlated QoS services, such as time-correlated data center selection, path computation, and bandwidth resource allocation. Ta-SDN is motivated by the time-varying traffic flows between data centers. The extended OpenFlow protocol collects computing and storage utilization data in the data centers. The data center utilization is analyzed in a central NOX-based controller. The controller may trigger migrations between data centers to balance their utilization. Simulation results indicate that the proposed Ta-SDN reduces service blocking probability compared to benchmark approaches.
4) Summary and Discussion: The reviewed QOS focused studies have mainly examined traffic and network management mechanisms that are supported through the OpenFlow protocol and the central SDN controller. The central SDN controller can orchestrate the network management to achieve QoS based on user demands and network measurements. Similar to the future research directions for network layer protocols, see Section IV-C7, future research on SDOAN QoS needs to optimize the interactions of the controller with the network applications and data plane to quickly and correctly react to changing user demands and network conditions, so as to assure consistent QoS.
Future research also needs to incorporate energy efficiency, which is an important aspect of quality of the network operation in access networks [20] , [241] , [242] . Moreover, automated provisioning strategies of QoS and the incorporation of quality of protection/security with traditional QoS are important direction for future QoS research in SDOANs.
E. Multilayer
Multilayer networking in the context of SDN and network virtualization generally refers to networking across multiple technologies, such as IP, MPLS, and WDM, in combination with networking across multiple levels (routing domains) [10] , [80] , [243] - [245] . In this section, we first review the multilayer networking concept and then survey studies that consider SDN or network virtualization for managing optical networking technologies in multilayer networks. The survey begins with software defined optical transmission components, namely transceivers and transponders, and then moves on to switches, and finally to orchestration mechanisms and frameworks for multilayer networks.
1) Multilayer Networking Concept: The concept of multilayer networking is generally an abstraction of providing network services with multiple networking technologies and multiple network domains, which are also commonly referred to as routing areas or levels [10] . The recent multilayer networking review article [10] has introduced a range of capability planes to represent the grouping of related functionalities for a given networking technology. The capability planes include the data plane for transmitting and switching data. The control plane and the management plane directly interact with the data plane for controlling and provisioning data plane services as well as for trouble shooting and monitoring the data plane. Furthermore, an authentication and authorization plane, a service plane, and an application plane have been introduced for providing network services to users.
Multiple technology layers can operate with vertical layering or horizontal layering [10] . In vertical layering, a given technology layer, e.g., the Internet Protocol (IP) routing layer, uses another (underlying) technology layer, e.g., the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) circuit switching layer, to provide services to higher layers. In horizontal layering, services are provided by "stitching" together a service path across multiple technology regions. Vertical and horizontal layering can be combined for flexible service provisioning across heterogeneous regions and technologies. SDN provides a convenient control framework for these flexible multilayer networks [10] . Several research networks, such as ESnet, Internet2, GEANT, Science DMZ (Demilitarized Zone) have experimented with these multilayer networking concepts [246] , [247] .
2) Software-Defined Optical Transceivers: Software defined optical transceivers have been examined in the context of flexible multilayer WDM networks in [193] , [194] . The software-defined optical transceiver design provides a fully programmable optical (photonic) layer and exploits flexible optical node structures [248] . The framework proposed in [193] , [194] further includes a control-plane assisted network automation. Moreover, multilayer integration strategies of optical wavelengths with optical transport network and MPLS layers have been outlined. The related study by Jinno et al. [249] has examined optical transponders for multiflow and multilayer networking with network virtualization.
3) Logical xBar: The logical xBar [195] has been defined to represent a programmable switch. An elementary (small) xBar could consist of a single OpenFlow switch. Multiple small xBars can be recursively merged to form a single large xBar with a single forwarding table. The xBar concept envisions that xBars are the building blocks for forming large networks. Moreover, labels based on SDN and MPLS are envisioned for managing the xBar data plane forwarding. The xBar concepts have been further advanced in the Orion study [250] to achieve low computational complexity of the SDN control plane. 4) Multilayer Orchestration: Important steps towards the orchestration of multilayer networks have been taken within the OFELIA project [196] - [198] . Specifically, Shirazipour et al. [199] have explored extensions to OpenFlow version 1.1 actions to enable multi-technology transport layers, including Ethernet transport and optical transport. The explorations of the extensions include justifications of the use of SDN in circuit-based transport networks. Also, the OpenFlow approach is conceptually distinguished from GMPLS.
Yoshida et al. [200] have developed an overall framework for multidomain and multitechnology optical network orchestration. In the considered orchestration framework, each domain/technology has its own OpenFlow controller. The orchestration coordinates the different domain/technologyspecific SDN controllers, e.g., for optical packet switching (OPS) and elastic optical networking (EON), to provision end-to-end services. Specifically, the orchestration is provided through an SDN based application-based network operation (ABNO) [251] on the network layer. The multidomain/technology orchestration has been demonstrated on an international test bed with 46-108 Gb/s variable capacity. The orchestration concept has been further refined in [252] - [254] .
5) Summary and Discussion: Multilayer networking across different network technologies and domains is common in backbone (core) networks. However, with the emergence of hybrid access networks, such as fiber-wireless access networks, and the integration of access (backhaul) networks with metropolitan area networks [255] - [258] , multilayer networking will likely become common in access networks.
The reviewed multilayer studies indicate that SDN can facilitate a wide range of multilayer networking aspects, spanning from controlling optical transceivers and representing switches to orchestrating the overall multilayer network. This wide range of SDN functionalities opens a wide range of future research avenues. Throughout, it will be critical to abstract and convey the key characteristics of physical layer components and switching nodes to the overall orchestration protocols. Optimizing each abstraction step as well as the overall orchestration and examining the various performance trade-offs are important future research directions.
F. Network Virtualization 1) VONs: Within the GEYSERS project, see Section III-B8, Pages et al. [201] have developed an integer-linear programming (ILP) formulation for the off-line problem of optimally allocating a set of virtual networks to network substrates, such as wavelength switching and spectrum switching networks.
Szyrkowiec et al. [202] have developed network virtualization and orchestration mechanisms for SDN-based optical transport networks. Optical connectivity services are dynamically set up and orchestrated using the shared optical infrastructure and exploiting the central SDN controller.
Peng et al. [203] , [204] have further developed concepts towards isolated virtual optical networks (VONs) sharing a given underlying physical network infrastructure. Specifically, the proposed VON approach takes physical (photonic) layer impairments into consideration and is suitable for single-line rate (SLR) and mixed line rates (MLR) [259] . Peng et al. [204] consider intra-VON impairments from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and inter-VON impairments from non-linear impairments and four wave mixing. These impairments are captured in a Q-factor [260] , [261] , which is considered in the VON composition, i.e., the mapping of virtual links to the underlying physical resources, such as wavelengths and wavebands.
Related VON research has resulted in OpenSlice [205] , an OpenFlow-based hypervisor that creates VONs over underlying elastic optical networks [146] , [149] , [151] . OpenSlice dynamically provisions end-to-end paths and offloads IP traffic by slicing the optical communications spectrum. The paths are set up through a handshake protocol that fills in crossconnection table entries. The control messages for slicing the optical communications spectrum, such as slot width and modulation format, are carried in extended OpenFlow protocol messages. OpenSlice relies on special distributed network elements, namely bandwidth variable wavelength cross-connects [262] and multiflow optical transponders [249] that have been extended for control through the extended OpenFlow messages. The OpenSlice evaluation includes an experimental demonstration. The evaluation results include path provisioning latency comparisons with a GMPLS-based control plane and indicate that OpenFlow outperforms GMPLS for paths with more than three hops. OpenSlice extension and refinements have been studied in [263] - [266] , while an alternate Optical FlowVisor that does not require extensions to the distributed network elements has been investigated in [267] . A virtual PON (VPON) obtained through flexible port assignments in ONUs and OLT has been demonstrated in [268] .
2) OFDM based Network Virtualization: Wei et al. [206] - [208] have developed a link virtualization mechanism for optical access and backbone networks based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing access (OFDMA). Specifically, for access networks, a virtual PON (VPON) approach based on multi-carrier OFDMA over WDM has been proposed. Distinct network slices (VPONs) utilize distinct OFDMA subcarriers. The distinct OFDMS subcarriers provide one level of isolation between the VPONs. In addition, a virtual MAC protocol stores and processes the data of the VPONs in separate virtual queues and processors. Additional bandwidth partitioning between VPONs can be achieved through time division multiple access (TDMA). Simulation studies compared a static allocation of subcarriers to VPONs with a dynamic allocation based on traffic demands. The dynamic allocation achieved significantly higher numbers of supported VPONs on a given network infrastructure as well as lower packet delays than the static allocation. Similar OFDAM based slicing strategies for supporting cloud computing have been examined by Jinno et al. [269] .
3) Porting SDN onto Access Network Hardware: Although SDN promises significant advantages for access networks, it would be very expensive to replace the existing access network hardware by OpenFlow switches. Clegg et al. [209] have developed a methodology to introduce SDN in existing access networks without replacing the access network hardware. The only required hardware update is the addition of an OpenFlow switch next to the existing OLT. The other adaptation steps toward SDN are implemented through portable software. Specifically, for the common point-to-multipoint access network architecture, Clegg et al. [209] employ a Hardware-Abstraction Layer (HAL) that abstracts (virtualizes) the point-to-multipoint access network with an added OpenFlow switch to a virtualized distributed OpenFlow switch. The virtualized distributed OpenFlow switch is then controlled by an OpenFlow SDN controller. An implementation of the proposed methodology for introducing SDN in access networks has been tested with the OFTest suite [270] .
4) Cloudnets: Cloudnets [271] - [276] exploit network virtualization for pooling resources among distributed data centers. Cloudnets support the migration of virtual machines across networks to achieve the resource pooling. Cloudnet designs can be supported through optical networks [277] . Kantarci and Mouftah [210] have examined designs for a virtual cloud backbone network that interconnects distributed backbone nodes, whereby each backbone node is associated with one data center. A network resource manager periodically executes a virtualization algorithm to accommodate traffic demands through appropriate resource provisioning. Kantarci and Mouftah [210] have developed and evaluated algorithms for three provisioning objectives: minimize the outage probability of the cloud, minimize the resource provisioning, and minimize a tradeoff between resource saving and cloud outage probability. The range of performance characteristics for outage probability, resource consumption, and delays of the provisioning approaches have been evaluated through simulations. The outage probability of optical cloud networks has been reduced in [211] through optimized service re-locations.
Several complementary aspects of optical cloudnet networks have recently been investigated. A multilayer network architecture with an SDN based network management structure for cloud services has been developed in [212] . A dynamic variation of the sharing of optical network resources for intraand inter-data center networking has been examined in [213] . The dynamic sharing does not statically assign optical network resources to virtual optical networks; instead, the network resources are dynamically assigned according to the timevarying traffic demands. An SDN based optical transport mode for data center traffic has been explored in [214] . Virtual machine migration mechanisms that take the characteristics of renewable energy into account have been examined in [215] while general energy efficiency mechanisms for optically networked could computing resources have been examined in [216] .
5) FiWi Access Network Virtualization: Dai et al. [217] - [219] have examined the virtualization of FiWi networks to eliminate the differences between the heterogeneous segments (fiber and wireless). The virtualization provides a unified homogenous (virtual) view of the FiWi network. The unified network view simplifies flow control and other operational algorithms for traffic transmissions over the heterogeneous network segments. In particular, a virtual resource manager operates the heterogeneous segments. The resource manager permits multiple routes from a given source node to a given destination node. Load balancing across the multiple paths has been examined in [220] , [221] . Simulation results indicate that the virtualized FiWi network with load balancing significantly reduces packet delays compared to a conventional FiWi network. An experimental OpenFlow switch test bed of the virtualized FiWi network has been presented in [222] . Test bed measurements demonstrate the seamless networking across the heterogeneous fiber and wireless networks segments. Measurements for nodal throughput, link bandwidth utilization, and packet delay indicate performance improvements due to the virtualized FiWi networking approach. Moreover, the FiWi test bed performance is measured for a video service scenario indicating that the virtualized FiWi networking approach improves the quality of experience (QoE) [278] , [279] of the video streaming. A mathematical performance model of the virtualized FiWi network has been developed in [222] .
WiMAX-VPON [223] , [224] is a Layer-2 Virtual Private Network (VPN) design for FiWi access networks. WiMAX-VPON executes a common medium access control protocol across the wireless and fiber network segments. A VPN based admission control mechanism in conjunction with a VPN bandwidth allocation ensures per-flow quality of service. Results from discrete event simulations demonstrate that the proposed WiMAX-VPON achieves favorable performance. Also, Dhaini et al. demonstrate how the WiMAX-VPON design can be extended to different access network types with polling-based wireless and optical medium access control.
6) Summary and Discussion: Several of the reviewed virtualization focused studies have developed and refined hypervisors for creating virtual optical networks (VONs) over a given physical optical network infrastructure. The proposed designs consider different optical networking technologies, such as elastic optical networking and OFDM. The practical aspect of implementing SDN and network virtualization mainly through software and with minimal hardware modifications has been examined for optical point-to-multipoint (inverse tree topology) networks. A set of studies has begun to explore optical networking support for SDN-enabled cloudnets that exploit virtualization to dynamically pool resources across distributed data centers. In addition, FiWi network virtualization has been investigated in two sets of studies.
Future research is required to further refine and optimize the virtualization mechanisms so as to achieve strict isolation between virtual network slices, as well as low-complexity hypervisor deployment, operation, and maintenance. One important direction for future work on cloudnets is to examine moving data center resources closer to the users and the subsequent resource pooling across edge networks [280] . Also, the exploration of the benefits of FiWi networks for decentralized cloudlets [281] - [284] that support mobile wireless network services is an important future research direction [285] .
V. OPEN CHALLENGES AND FUTURE SDOAN RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
We have outlined open challenges and future SDOAN research directions for each sub-category of surveyed SDOAN studies in the Summary and Discussion subsections in the preceding survey sections. In this section, we focus on the overall cross-cutting open challenges that span across several sub-categories of our SDOAN classification.
A. Simplicity and Efficiency
Access network structures typically span heterogeneous devices ranging from the end user nodes and local area networks via ONUs and OLTs to edge routers and metro network nodes. These different devices come often from different vendors. The heterogeneity of devices and their vendors often requires manual configuration and maintenance of access networks. Moreover, different last mile communication technologies typically require the implementation of native functions that are specific to the communication technology characteristics, e.g., the transmission and propagation properties. By centralizing the access network control in an SDN controller, the SDN networking paradigm creates a unified view of the entire access network. The specific native functions for specific communication technologies can be elevated to the softwarelayer and be implemented by a central node, rather than manual node-by-node configuration.
Future research should examine control mechanisms that optimally exploit the central SDN controller to provide simple and efficient mechanisms for automatic network management and dynamic service deployment [286] . While the SDOAN studies reviewed in this survey have led initial investigations of the simple and dynamic network management, future research needs to refine these management strategies and optimize their operation across the combinations of network architecture structures and ranges of network protocol layers. In particular, future research should consider the spectrum of available and emerging access communication technologies, including wireless and copper (DSL and coax cable) in conjunction with fiber technologies.
One specific strategy for simplifying network management and operation could be to explore the grouping of control policies for similar service applications (with e.g., similar QoS requirements). The grouping could reduce the number of control policies at the expense of slightly coarser granularity of the service offerings. Also, emerging networking paradigms, such as Intent-Based Networking (IBN), can provide a specific avenue for exploring strategies for simplifying dynamic automatic configuration and virtualization [287] , [288] . Intent and intent groups can be described in a graph, so as to simplify the information model abstraction [289] .
B. Reliability, Security, and Privacy
Simple and efficient network operation while meeting the service QoS requirements are important for access networks. However, it is also important to ensure reliable access network operation while ensuring the security and privacy of the communication. As explored in a few reviewed studies, the central SDN control can facilitate reliable network service through speeding up failure recovery. Future research should further refine these reliability functions to optimize automated fault and performance diagnostics and reconfigurations to quickly recover from failures.
Security and privacy of SDOAN communication are largely open research areas. For secure configuration and operation of the access network, trusted encryption and key management systems are needed [68] . Moreover, mechanisms to ensure the privacy of the communication should be explored. The security and privacy mechanisms should strive to exploit the natural immunity of optical transmission segments to electro-magnetic interferences.
C. Scalability
As a myriad of tiny end devices need to be provided with network access in the emerging Internet of Things paradigm [172] , the access networking architectures and protocols need to scale to high numbers of connected devices and flows traversing the access network. At the same time, with the ongoing growth of multimedia services, data centers need to handle increasing traffic volumes, which need to traverse access networks. Examining and optimizing the scaling characteristics of SDOAN architectures and network protocols is therefore highly important.
A specific scalability issue arising with SDN is that the scalability of both the control plane communication through the OpenFlow protocol and the data plane transporting the data plane flows need to be jointly considered. Also, the centralized SDN control needs to be structured to ensure scalability. If the SDN controller becomes overwhelmed, it will slow down the pay load data transport on the data plane. Thus, efficient scalable communication across the interfaces leading to the SDN controller, and efficient scalable controller operation are essential for the overall scalability of the SDOAN.
D. Standardization
In order to ensure the compatible inter-operation of optical access networking components (both hardware and software) from a variety of vendors, key aspects of the inter-operation should be standardized. Standardization should ensure that SDOAN can be flexibly configured and operated with components from various vendors. Proprietary hardware and software components should be avoided, as they may restrict the flexibility of network operation and modifications. As groundwork for standardization, it may be necessary to develop and optimize a common (or a small set) of SDOAN architectures and network protocol configurations that can serve as a basis for standardization efforts.
E. Performance Evaluation
Comprehensive performance evaluation methodologies and metrics need to be developed to assess the SDOAN designs addressing the preceding future research directions ranging from simplicity and efficiency (Section V-A) to standardization (Section V-D). The performance evaluations need to encompass the data plane, the control plane, as well as the overall data and control plane interactions with the SDN interfaces and need to take virtualization mechanisms into consideration.
While there have been some efforts to develop evaluation frameworks for general SDN switches [270] , [290] , such evaluation frameworks need to be adapted to the specific characteristics of SDOANs. Similarly, some evaluation frameworks for general SDN controllers have been explored [291] , [292] , these need to be extended to the specific control mechanisms for SDOANs.
Generally, performance metrics obtained with SDN and virtualization mechanisms should be benchmarked against the corresponding conventional network without any SDN or virtualization components. Thus, the performance trade-offs and costs of the flexibility gained through SDN and virtualization mechanism can be quantified.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a comprehensive survey of software defined networking (SDN) and network virtualization in optical access networks. We have broadly defined access networks to encompass all network segments that connect individual end user devices and local area networks to the backbone of the Internet; thus our access network definition encompasses the traditional access (backhaul) networks, such as passive optical networks (PONs), as well as data center networks, and metropolitan area networks. We have comprehensively surveyed the studies that considered SDN or network virtualization for access networks with some optical transmission; in brief the survey scope covers studies on SDN optical access networks (SDOANs).
We have organized our survey into the two main categories of network architecture focused studies and network protocol focused studies. We have found that a wide range of architecture and protocol aspects has been examined in the SDOAN studies that have been conducted so far. Aspects ranging from SDN control and virtualization of individual optical communication components, such as transponders, to switching nodes, as well as medium access control (MAC) and network layer protocol functions have been investigated. We also found that separate sets of studies have focused specifically on SDN and network virtualization for (i) enhancing quality of service (QoS), (ii) operating multilayer (multitechnology, multidomain) networks, and (iii) creating and operating multiple isolated virtual optical networks over a given optical network infrastructure.
While the SDOAN studies to date have established basic principles for incorporating SDN and network virtualization in optical access networks, there remain many open research challenges. We have outlined open research challenges for each individual category of studies as well as cross-cutting research challenges that span across architecture and protocol aspects as well as multiple network protocol layers.
